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MORSE INDEX OF A CYCLIC POLYGON
GAIANE PANINA, ALENA ZHUKOVA
Abstract. It is known that cyclic configurations of a planar polygonal
linkage are critical points of the signed area function. In the paper, we
announce an explicit formula of the Morse index for the signed area of a
cyclic configuration.
It depends not only on the combinatorics of a cyclic configuration, but
also includes some metric characterization.
1. Introduction
We study planar polygonal linkages with two pinned vertices and their flexes
in the plane with allowed self-intersections.
Let us make this precise.
A sequence of real positive numbers L = (l1, ..., ln) which can be realized as
a sequence of edge lengths of a planar polygonal chain is called an n-linkage.
A linkage carries a natural orientation which we indicate in figures by arrows.
The sequence of points in P = (p1, ..., pn), pi ∈ R
2 is called a configuration
of the linkage L, if
(1) li = |pi, pi+1|, i.e. the lengths are fixed, and
(2) p1 = (0, 0); p2 = (0, l1), i.e., the first two vertices are pinned down.
A configuration P is called cyclic if all its vertices lie on a circle.
By M(L) we denote the moduli space of L, i.e., the set of all configura-
tions of L. Generically, M(L) is a smooth manifold of dimension n − 3. It
embeds canonically in R2(n−2) by listing the coordinates of all the vertices of a
configuration except for the first two ones (which are pinned down).
The core object of the paper is the signed area A(P ) of a configuration P .
For a generic linkage L, the signed area A(P ) is a Morse function on M(L).
It was known since long that A achieves its maximum at the convex posi-
tively oriented cyclic configuration of L. Consequently, A achieves its minimum
at the anticonvex (convex negatively oriented) cyclic configuration of L.
The interpretation of cyclic configurations as critical points of the signed
area function was suggested in [6]. As was shown in [2], this is indeed the case
for generic planar quadrilaterals and pentagons. The result was extended in [7]
by proving that the same holds for generic cyclic configurations with arbitrary
number n of vertices.
Key words and phrases. Morse index, linkage, bar and joint mechanism, moduli space,
cyclic configuration, flex MSC 52B10, 52B70.
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Figure 1. Basic notation
The aim of the paper is to compute the Morse index m(P ) for a cyclic
configuration P . This will be done in Theorems 3.4 and 4.2.
To our opinion, the formula obtained leaves much room for other interpre-
tation, equivalent reformulations and further study.
The paper only announces the results. That is, we omit details of the proofs
and the delicate discussion about genericity of linkages, cyclic configurations
and deformations.
2. Preliminaries
Theorem 2.1. [7] Let L be a a generic linkage. Its configuration P is a critical
point of the function A iff P is a cyclic configuration. 
Given a cyclic configuration P of a linkage L, we use throughout the paper
the following notation:
rP is the radius of the circle which circumscribes P .
O is the center of the circle.
{pi}
n
i=1 are the vertices of P . We assume that the numeration is cyclic, that
is, for instance, p0 = pn, pn+1 = p1.
li is the length of the i-th edge.
αi is the half of the angle between the vectors
−→
Opi and
−−−→
Opi+1. The angle is
defined to be positive, orientation is not involved.
m(P ) is the Morse index of the signed area function A.
Hess(P ) = D2A is the Hessian of A at the point P .
H(P ) = Det(Hess(P )) is the determinant of the Hessian.
H(P ) is the sign of H(P ).
A cyclic configuration P is called central if one of its edges passes through
the center of the circle.
For a non-central configuration, define
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Figure 2. The value of E
M=1                    M=0                  M=0                     M=1
A>0 A<0 A<0 A>0
Figure 3. 4-gonal cyclic configurations
εi is the orientation of the edge pipi+1, that is,
εi =
{
1, if the center O lies to the left of pipi+1;
−1, if the center O lies to the right of pipi+1.
E(P ) is the string of orientations of all the edges, that is, E(P ) = (ε1, ..., εn)
For a non-central configuration, put
δP = Σεi tanαi, and
d(P ) is the sign of δP .
Each cyclic configuration P is uniquely defined by the pair (rP ;E(P )).
We start with two examples. The first one gives us the base for computation
of m(P ). The other one is just an illustration.
Example 2.2. [2] For a generic 4-gonal linkage, there are two possible cases:
(1) The configuration space M(L) is disconnected. Then L has four cyclic
configurations listed in Fig. 3. The Morse index depends on the sign
of the area A and on the self-intersection of the configuration.
(2) The configuration space M(L) is connected. Then L has two cyclic
configurations (the first two ones in Fig. 3).
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Figure 4. Cyclic configurations of the equilateral pentagonal
linkage and their Morse indices
Example 2.3. For the equilateral pentagonal linkage L = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) there
are 14 cyclic configurations listed in the Fig. 4.
(1). The convex and the anticonvex ones are the global maxima of the signed
area A (their Morse indices are 2 and 0 respectively).
(2). The starlike configurations are local maximum and a local minimum of
A.
(3). There are 10 more configurations that have three consecutive edges
aligned. Their Morse indices equal 1.
This can be either deduced from Theorem 4.2, or obtained by simple symme-
try reasons.
3. Dynamics of Morse points. Computation of H.
A deformation of a linkage is a one-parametric continuous family L(t), t ∈
[0, 1] of linkages.
In particular, we will explore cyclic deformations of a linkage L which arise
through the following construction.
Given a cyclic configuration P of a linkage L, we fix the radius rP and force
the vertices pi move along the circle. We get a continuous family L(t), L(0) =
L together with a continuous family of its cyclic configurations P (t), P (0) = P .
It can happen that during such a deformation, two consecutive vertices pi
and pi+1 meet, the edge li vanishes and then appears again with a different
orientation εi (see Figure 5). This will be called a flip.
Given a cyclic configuration P , we will apply a generic cyclic deformation
P (t) and treat all the moments t when H changes.
Here is a rough idea to be explored below: during a deformation L(t), the
Morse points move and sometimes several of them meet. By Cerf theory [1],
if a Morse point meets no other Morse point, its Morse index and the value
of H do not change. If two Morse points meet, their Morse indices satisfy
|m1 −m2| = 1. Consequently, the values of H at these points are different.
Here is the precise construction:
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Figure 5. A cyclic deformation passes through a flip
Let L = L(t), t ∈ [0, 1] be a cyclic deformation of a generic linkage L.
By generity reasons we can assume that all of P (t), except for a finite number
of t, are Morse points. Besides, we assume that no two of the following events
happen at the same moment t.
(1) P (t) is a central configuration (one of the edges passes through 0).
(2) One of the edges vanishes (t is the moment of a flip).
(3) δ(P (t)) = 0.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that for some t0 ∈ [0, 1], the configuration P (t0) is
neither central nor has a vanishing edge. Then generically,
(1) H(P (t0)) = 0 iff H(P (t)) changes at t = t0.
(2) δP (t0) = 0 iff d(P (t)) changes at t = t0.
(3) H(P (t)) changes at t = t0 if and only if δP (t) changes its sign at t = t0.
Sketch of the proof.
(1) and (2) follow from analysis of the formulae for H and δP .
Before proving (3), let us first make the following observation. Assume
that a linkage L and a string E = (ε1, ..., εn) are fixed. There exists a cyclic
configuration P of L with E(P ) = E inscribed in a circle of radius rP if and
only if for some integer k, the number rP is a root of the function FL,E, where
FL,E(r) =
n∑
i=1
εi arcsin(
li
2r
)− pik.
Now prove (3).
1. Assume that δP (t0) = 0. Then the function FL,E has a multiple root at
rP . Indeed, it is a root just by the above observation. Besides, we easily have
−
dFL(P (t0)), E
dr
|r=rP =
n∑
i=1
εili
2r2P
√
1− sin2 αi
=
1
2rP
n∑
i=1
εi tanαi =
1
2rP
δP (t0) = 0
(Here we write for short li and αi instead of li(P (t0)) and αi(P (t0)).)
This means that the linkage L(P (t0 + ε)) has two Morse points P (t0 + ε)
and P ′(t0 + ε) with one and the same E(P ) = E(P
′) = E such that P (t0 + ε)
and P ′(t0 + ε) tend to P (t0) as ε tends to zero.
By above arguments of Cerf theory and continuity reasons, H(P (t0)) = 0.
2. Conversely, if H(t0) = 0, then P is a limit point of two critical points of
a deformation L(q). Hence rP is a multiple root of FL,E. 
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Figure 6. Homological decomposition P = P1 + P2
Lemma 3.2. Let a generic cyclic deformation P (t) pass through a flip. Then
the values of H(P ) and E(P ) change, whereas the value d(P ) does not change.

Lemma 3.3. If during a generic cyclic deformation P (t) passes a central
configuration, then d(P ) and E(P ) change, but H(P ) remains constant. 
Taken together, the three lemmata imply the first main result of the paper:
Theorem 3.4. Let P be a generic cyclic configuration.
Denote by e(P ) the number of positive entries in E(P ) = (ε1, ..., εn).
Remind that d(P ) the sign of δ(P ). Then
H(P ) = −d(P )(−1)e(P )
Proof. Consider a generic cyclic deformation joining P and some convex
cyclic configuration PCONV with the same number of vertices.
For PCONV the theorem is obviously valid. Besides, the above three lem-
mata imply that the product H(P (t)) · d(P (t))(−1)e(P (t)) does not change as t
changes. 
4. Computation of the Morse index
The following lemma provides an inductive computation of m(P ).
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a generic cyclic configuration. Adding its diagonal
pipj, we express P as the homological sum of a cyclic configurations P1 and a
trigonal cyclic configuration P2 (see Fig. 6). Then
(1) Either m(P ) = m(P1) or m(P ) = m(P1) + 1.
(2) The Morse index m(P1) together with H(P ) uniquely determine m(P ).
Sketch of the proof:
(1) follows from the fact that the moduli space M(P1) is a codimension one
submanifold of M(P ); (2) easily follows from (1). 
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Figure 7. Subconfigurations of P
Iterative application of the above lemma starting from 4-gonal linkages im-
mediately implies the final theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Let P = (p1, ..., pn) be a generic cyclic configuration. Introduce
its subconfigurations P3, ..., Pn (see Fig. 7)
Pi = (p1, ..., pi), i = 3, ..., n.
Put H(P3) = 1 for the trigonal configuration P3.
Then the Morse index m(P ) equals the number of the sign changes in the
sequence
H(P3),H(P4),H(P5), ...,H(Pn),
where the values H(Pi) are already known by Theorem 3.4. 
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